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MANUFACTURED BY

Laundering and Care
1. This mitts can be hand washed in cold or lukewarm water with mild soap or 

detergent and air dried
2. Do not use any substance containing Chlorine

Warning
1. Carefully read this application instruction and warning prior to fitting mitts, failure 

to properly position the mitt and fasten each strap will compromise performance 
and support.

2. DO NOT USE if patient IV site or wound site could be compromised by the mitt
3. DO NOT USE if affected limb is fractured or dislocated
4. DO NOT USE if a patient is highly aggressive, agitated or suicidal

Caution
1. If the applied device severely limits movement or is uncomfortable, this could lead 

to severe emotional, psychological and physical problems. If such symptoms appear 
or worsen, it is recommended to reassess use of this product for this patient

2. Ensure mitts are properly secured
3. Ensure mitts are not torn or damaged
4. Check patient cannot use his/her teeth to remove mitts
5. Do not allow patient to ingest mitt material
6. Be aware patients wearing mitts whilst walking could be at risk of falling and 

should be closely monitored

Patient Safeguard Mitts



DM06b
Dicarre Double Padded Security Mitts 
1.  Place patient’s hand into the mitt with the palm facing downwards.
2.  Secure the wrist strap around the patient’s wrist at the narrowest part. Feed the strap through the D-ring and fasten the 

strap with velcro closure.
3.  In order to ensure that circulation is not compromised, it should be possible to slide one finger between the strap and the 

patients wrist.
4.  To use hospital bed connection straps - wrap the strap around the patients wrist or through the loops on the mitt and 

around an appropriate area of the bed frame. Secure with buckle as required.

DM07a
Dicarre Coolmesh Security Mitts 
1.  Place patient’s hand into the mitt with the mesh on the dorsal surface.
2.  Secure the wrist strap around the patient’s wrist at the narrowest part. Feed the strap through the D-ring and fasten the strap 

with velcro closure.
3.  In order to ensure that circulation is not compromised, it should be possible to slide one finger between the strap and the 

patients wrist.
4.  To use hospital bed connection straps - wrap the strap around the patients wrist or through the loops on the mitt and around 

an appropriate area of the bed frame. Secure with buckle as required.

DM07b
Dicarre Coolmesh Finger Control Mitts 
1.  Place patient’s hand into the mitt with the mesh on the dorsal surface.
2.  Secure the wrist strap around the patient’s wrist at the narrowest part. Feed the strap through the D-ring and fasten the strap   

with velcro closure.
3.  In order to ensure that circulation is not compromised, it should be possible to slide one finger between the strap and the patients wrist.
4.  To use hospital bed connection straps - wrap the strap around the patients wrist or through the loops on the mitt and around an 

appropriate area of the bed frame. Secure with buckle as required.

DM06a
Dicarre Double Padded Peep Mitts 
1.  Place patient’s hand into the mitt with the palm facing downwards. (When the inspection fl ap is lifted open the 

dorsal surface of the hand should be visible).
2.  Secure the wrist strap around the patient’s wrist at the narrowest part. Feed the strap through the D-ring and 

fasten the strap with velcro closure.
3.  In order to ensure that circulation is not compromised, it should be possible to slide one finger between the strap 

and the patients wrist.
4.  To use hospital bed connection straps - wrap the strap around the patients wrist or through the loops on the mitt and 

around an appropriate area of the bed frame. Secure with buckle as required.


